"Support the Sport"

The Southern California Volleyball Association (SCVA) is proud to announce a partnership with KC Sports Housing. In order to better serve our volleyball community during tournaments, a “Support the Sport” format has been implemented. Support the Sport is similar to a Play-and-Stay, but it has a higher emphasize on giving back to the SCVA community. With competitive rates and customer service representatives just a phone call away (1-800-775-7244), KC Sports Housing makes booking your tournament stay simple.

“Support the Sport establishes a tight partnership between the SCVA tournaments, hotels, coaches, teams, and parents. Our primary mission for the “Support the Sport” tournaments is to provide greater support to the local SCVA community and ensure priority bookings at convention centers for future tournaments.

It is essential that ALL team participants book their housing accommodations through KC Sports Housing in order to be able to play in the SCVA Tournaments. Each team is required to book a minimum of 6 rooms per night for the duration of the tournament unless otherwise notified. This includes everyone in your travel party: players, family members, friends, etc. Team cooperation is necessary to ensure placement in SCVA tournaments.